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INTRODULTIO, ST F THE PROFLW

The purpose of this study was twofold: determ ne the extent

of book losses due to theft i u the 4offltt undergraduate Lib-ary, and (2)

to determile the cost effectines of took sPcur ty svsteis for the lloffitt

Undergraduate Library. The first purpose was m t by conducting a sample

inventory of the monog_-_ph collection noffitt. The second purpose was

met by interpretir cl the statistical findings of the s-mple inventory in

economic teens and making recommendations renardiuo the cost effectiveness

of a book secu ity system for the offitt Undergraduate Library.

The staff of the offitt Underaduate Library believe their library

to be incurring significant book losses as a result of thsft. A c_mplete

inventory of select parts: of the collec ion carried! ',September 1974

hment 41) affirned this oelief.

A complete fnventon the L-brary's onocranh collectiGn was -ulled

out because of the collect On's siz_ and dynamic nature. The exoense and

disruption to library seTvices also, ruled against a complete tor,

Merefore, a sample, inventory hoas decided upon in an effort to statist cal y

estimate the level f book theft. Once the level rif loss tas obtained, an

economic valve of the lost materials could be sst and the cost effectiveness

of book security systLms could be evaluated. c'art t.4 of this repo t cove s

the cosong and evaluation of these systems and th ir oost effectiveness for

V-1e 'nffitt Under radua Y.
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PART I: THE SAMPLE INVENT RY

1ETHODOLOM USED

To determine the extent of b ok losses du

2

the Moffitt

Underaraduate Library, a collr.ction status model was used. This model

assumes that the total number of volumes in a given library's collection,

LC, would be a function of those volumes id n ified by their relative

locati n at a particular instant of time:

LC f(B, 1, C, I,

where:

- the number of volumes on the shelves in their

correct locations

1 = the number of volumes nissheived

C . the number of volumes being held for or checked

out to patrons, repair, binding, interlibrary loan, etc.

. the number of volumes in use or just lying about

within the library but not checked out

= the number of volumes stolen

R = the number of volumes needing to be reshelved,

located on book trucks or shelves used to hold

books that need to be reshelved

K . the number of volumes known to be. missing.

Since a library!s total collection would be a sun of each of the above

items, the sum would be a linear expression:

LC =B+1,14-C+I+S-1.1R+ K

5



This collection status model was reduced by assessing the Moff tt Under-

graduate Library's collection when it was not in use Saturday morning

before opening). The Previous night was spent clearing off tables and re-

turring material' to their correct locations on the shelves. In addition,

all materi-ls on book trucks _e returned t- their correct locati_ns on

the shelves. By making the assessment when the coliction was static

(building closed) and when all materials were shelved, the value of I and

the value of R went to zero and the model was reduced as follows:

LC =B4M K

To obtain pe ientages for all of the factors in this collection status

modeT, a two part experiment was conducted. The first part of the experiment

was done to determine the percentage of volumes missing from the Library.

A random sa.:ple of titles was drawn from the shelflist. A random number

table was used to select cards from the shelflist for the sample. A random

number was ''elected for both the drawer and, distance into the drawer. The

shelflist cards for the titles selected were removed from the shel.list and

photo copif:d onto a searching form. The shelflist card was read (front and

back) to 1,earn how many physical volumes the Library possessed of each title.

This intomation was noted on the searching form. The 7ol1owing page is

an emmple of a. search form used. These forms were grouped by shelf location

and put into packets of 15 to 20 each. Then the physical volumes w

searched, frOm this search it was dete mined how many volumes were on the

shelves firt- tneir correct positions (3) , how many were held or checked out

to patrons binding, etc. (C) and how many were known to be missing (K).

The volumes which were not located were those that either were missh ived (hi)
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stolen (S), assuming they were -ot mislabeled. Thus, for the reduced

model we know the p__ ntapes for the factors B C, R, K, and 11 + S.

The second part of the experiment determined the last two percentages.

The methodology used to find these oercentages made use of the followlng

model:

+ fl

wh

m . missing, a volume not on the shelf in its correct posit'

B), not checked out (C) and not those known to be

missing before the experiment (K)

S . stolen

misshelved

The objective of this Part of the experiment was to find the percentage of

misshelved volumes. This was done by reading the shelves upon which the

volum s were located or should have been located when doing the search for

the volumes (model factor B) and noting the number of misshelved volumes

on th_ search form. Volume numbers and copy numbers, if out of seguence,

were not classed as misshelved. Volumes within half of a shelf to each

side of the location where the specific item should have been located were

checked for missheiving. Then by using the ten volumes per foot rule and

by counting the number of volumes misshelved, the percentage of missh lved

volumes (M) was identified. Taking the percentage of volumes that were not

located initially and the oercentage of misshelved volum s determined by

the second nArt of the experiment and using the model

n = S 4 M



the percenta e f stolen voluMes las found by subtracting M from both sides

of the model in the fo lowing manna

-

S m

Sy so doing, percentages were determined for the e e- nts in the model.
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LIMITS OF THE STUDY

The size number of physica- volumes) of the collection was not known.

Therefo an additional experiment was conducted to Provide this data.

this experiment the shelflist was measured by the standard method (compress

cards, 1" 100 cards). Only the part of the shelflist which records mono-

araohs was measured because serials are unclassed in the loffitt Undergraduate

Library. The unclassed pamphlet collection were also omitted from this study.

The statistical distribution assumed by the collection status model

used is that of a polynomial which can be reduced to a binomial. Thus, the

confidence level and the confidence interval dc_are calculated assuming a

binomial distributicn.

10



RESULTS

1. Collection siz as a result of the measuring of the shelflist).

123,090 rionograph volumes

2. Title to copy ratio tak n f on the data collection on search forms).

1 to 1.75

3. Titles to physical volumes ratio taken fom the data

1 to 1.90

4-5. A sample of 991 titles (1883 ohyscai vol es) randomly selected

om the shelflist and searched for in the collection have provided

the following profile of the monogranh collection of the 1offitt

Undergraduate Li_ 'ary.

Physical Percentages
volumes_

Books in their correct location

on the shelf 1455 77,32

Books in Circulation file

a. checked out

b. being held

oks at the Bindery

Gooks recorded missing bef

the sample inventory

3ooks misshelved*

5ooks missing as a result of theft

(assumntion)

118

3

6

6.27

.16

.32

2.02

262 13.70

Total 1833 101t

*nisshelved was defined as being out of place by more than one half

a shelf.



The above coil act ion D. o ile is a statistical estinate. This estimate

is made at the 99, con fidence level and within a confidence interval of 1.74,t_

In other words, j f we r-epeated this sample inventory one hundred times

iiith a different samol a each time, we would find in nint.-Av-n ne cases that

the percetaqe of nano graphs missing from the iloffitt Undergraduate Library

as a result oi theft \,ould 5 b,?tvieen 11. and 15.44 (13.70 ± 1.74

Neal K. Kaske

Library Systems Office



PART II: THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

METHODOLOGY

10

It was necessary to es imate the size and cost of the Moffitt Undergraduate

L brary monograph collection in order to estimate the annual dollar loss rate.

It was intended to determine how many years' losses would be requlred to

ffset the costs of acquisition and installation of an Electronic Security

System (ESS).

Estimation of the monograph collection size was accomplished by

determining how many monooraphs were included in the Moffitt shelflist.

Four hundred samples of 20 millimeters of cards each were randomly selected.

The number of cards, titles and volumes found in each of these samples was

tabulated. Averages were calculated. The total number of millimeters of

cards was obtained by measuring the entire shelflist (24,291 mm ). Total

number of caHs, titles and, separately, volumes in the shelflist were

calculated by mult plying the appropriate average by the total number of

millimeters of cards.

There are approximately 24,500 cards In the Moffitt shelflist. These

cards represent approximately 67,500 titles. These titles represent 123,900

volumes. There are about 1.25 cards Per title. Also there are about 0.69 cards

per volume. There are aporoximtely 1.82 volumes per title, including

multiple copies and multi-volume monographs.

A total inventory of the qoffitt collection was conducted during the

summer of 1971. It was concluded in August of that year, forty-one months
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before the current study. At that time, the shelflist was updated. Cards

for missing tItles were r_ oved. lissing volumes were noted on the shelf-

list cards. Because this was done, it was nossible to determine not only

the gross losses from the collertion but also the average monthly and

annual loss rates.

The results of the loss sanmnq study, as renorted earlier in Nr.

Kaske's section of this report, indicate that 2,02 percent of the '1offitt

monograph collection was reported missing since August 1971, and that an

additional 13.70 percent were found to have disappeared during the same

period, but were not reported. In all, approximately 15.72 Percent of the

123,000 mononraph volumes were lost during this forty-one month period.

lahl, 1, p. 12, shows the current status of the collection.

If the losses occurred at a regular rate, month by month, year by

year, this would amount to monthly losses of 472 volumes or 0.38 percent

per month. Annually, "loffitt would hav, lost 5,670 volumes or 4.60 percent.

.Lan Dyson, Head Librarian at !loffitt, has indicated that the average cost

f acquiring a mnograph at that library is aporoximately .510.00, and that

the cost of technical proce-sing for each volume is about $,7.00. At a

combined totO of 517.ml to put each mono-raph volume on the shelf, monthly

losses at !loffitt seem to be about $8,030, and annual losses amount to

96,400. Total monograph losses since August of 1971 represent approximately

5329,000. If the title to volume ratio found in the larger sample loss

rate study (1:1.9) were used for calculations in tead of the smaller sample

collection sire study ratio (1.82), all of the loss and cost data would be

revised upwards by 3-98 percent. Table II, p. 13, provides more detailed

information on the rates and costs of losses.

1 4



Table Estirated

Status of loffitt Undergraduate Library

qonograph Collection: January 1975

Percenta-es

Books in their correct location

12

Physical

volumes

on the shelf

Books in Circulation file

-77 . 32%

a. checked out 6.27% 7,730

b. being held .16% 197

Books at the Bindery .32% 394

Books recorded missing before

the sample inventory 202% 2,490

Books nisshelved* .21% 259

Books missing as a r s- lt of

theft (assumption) 3.70% 15,900

Total 100.00% 123,000

tmisshelved was defined as being out of place by more than one half

a shelf.

15



Table II- Est VI ted

Costs of Losses from loffitt Undergraduate

Library Monograph Collection

Total Losses from

August 1971 to

January 1975

Previously repo ted

Percent of

Collection

Number of
Volumes

Doll ar Cost
Includinq P ocessino

missing 2.02% 2,490 S42 300

Found to be missing

in study 13.70% 16,900 287,000

Total 15.72 19,400 $329,000

Annual Loss Rates

Reported Missing 0.59% 728 $12,400

Found in study 4.01% 4,940 83,980

Total 4 50% 5,670 $96,400

-Estimated-

Cost of ESS system

for Moffitt 700
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It should also be noted that t is study covers only monograph losses.

Thc Gereral Library co lection size tables indicate that there are a

total of 146,123 total volumes at Moffitt. This study indicates that 123

of those are monograoh yolumei. This haves 23,000 non-monograph. volumet

(mostly serials of various type_ Some of these disaonear s well. If

the loss rate for non-monograph nateraTs were similar to that for mono-

graphs, loffitt would lose an additional 1060 serialt volunes annually.

,lwever, because no, data were available on losses of these materials,

they mere Pot- included in the cost-effectiveness comnarisun except for cal-

culating the cast of marklng-them for electronic detection.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS COMPARISON

The second pa-t of the cost-effectiveness study as to det_. mine the

advisability of obtaining an electronic theft detection or electronic

security system (ESS)for the rloffitt Undergraduate Library. Manufacturers

(Book-Mark and Tattle-Tape) have supplied cost data f cr installation and

maintenance of ESS systems. Purchasing and installing a three gate ESS

system should be approximately $25,000. This cost 11-ll vary, depending

upon how much physical modifitation of the building would be necessary, and

how eager the manufacturers are to install the first ESS at UC Berkeley.

An additional cost involves the purchase and installatifpn of target strips

in books. The -average cost of tarcetsisapproxiate1y 5.19 each, and the .

averane cost_ of installing them seems to be abo__ 06 each. If targets

were installed in half of Moffitt', 146,123 volumes 4his to al includes

non-mono5rale,h volumes) at the outset, the total cost would be approximately

17
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6 0, Therefore, the total initial installation and set-up costs

would be approximately S36,690.

neports from other library systems indi ate that ESS Systems generally

eliminate not less than 75 pertent of normal losses. If thi5 were the

case at Moffitt, the annual cost of loss would be reduced from C96,400 to

$24,100 or less. This would result in a savings of about S72,3q0 per year.

Phrased another way, if the system ere about 75 percent effective, it

would take about six months of reduced losses to pay for itsellf.

It is, therefore strongly recommended that system requirements be

dra ted for acquisition of an ESS and t at an Electronic Security System

be acqu red and inst?lled at loffitt.

Donald D. Ihomos n

Special Projects

1 8
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ADDENDUI: THE COST OF THE STUDIES

It was felt that data on the cost of conducting these studies would

be useful for determlning where and when such studies should be done In

the future.

The most time consum nu and exoenslye ooeration was the determinaton

of the ollectinn size. About 175 paid hours were required for this

study. The approximate cost of this Portion of the study was $750.

The second portion of the study involved the study of losses. About

6a hours were used in stack Preparation and resheiving, eiaht hours were

involved in d awing t e sample, forty-six hours were involved in stack and

file checking, for a total of about 114 hours. The cost for this nhase

about $485.00.

In addition, Neal Kaske of the Library Systems Office and Donald

Thompson of Snecial Projects contributed ahout eiqhteen hours each. Had

they been paid for this effort that cost would have been about S280.

The total nominal cost for all phases of the oroject was, therefore,

about $1500. Of this total, about 5375 was contributed time, provided by

Kaske, 1r. Thompson, and the loffitt Library professional staff.
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(\ttachment_ ,1)

tVENTDRY 1974

Section fnventoried effictal
le c

1 copie
te Inv. in mv.

Msg. prior
to mv.

Tot 1 Percent

cho 1 2 1 938 16 86 17

DT25-40 African Hito 1 1 2 '204

1 257
33

399
7 16 56 27.5_

509 4_4T185,97 (Ethnic tdjes
E441-453 Black H S. 270 66 2 LB 86

01-62 (soc - :en 1 5 16 361 40 57 1

11B171-171.5 theory.- En
andAmer, Texts

509 63 5 _5.

M91-(5=4:n_qaPitak Savin
HD2789-4999 (InduktrrLabor

E 165 6 25 31..
8.5

1-471 ($0c SQ' hehavior I _7 8 265 1.3 9 95

30101-end HQ 1Soc.., n 1 3 4 2 66 2 20 88 4
_ _ _

-ce 7 16
_0

82 0 5. 20- 24.,1171505-1583,(Soc.
HV6016-end HV S c.-cr m 2 3 16nom

1E11111111
3 1 2

111111111130
569

370

19.9
36-276 Socia1im Comnu 93

19
0 44 24._

6.JK1800-9999(Pol.Se - U.S.

PN1993-1999 fFi 511.

60

156 30.5
FR2750-2900 Shakes.eare 458- 80 7

9_g1:13-§--ati-------)----"sic8
-898 Ph o a

112 427
_

103 36.8
38 21. 30 78 9

TOTAL 49 9,123 1 85 594 2 179 2

Number infront of slash in declared missing after mhy 1974.
Number after slash I declared missing 1972-Apr. 1974.

Figures do not include the number of volumes we have withdrawn from these sections in the

last 3 years.

Time used 119 GA hours. Included: counting vo1umes checking shelves and fl e , making
snag cards, afiling off cial, and then searching each section
twice

Submitted by Ann Wall
Spptember 5,1974
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